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Stocks ended a tumultuous year with global market indices reach
turmoil throughout what was one of the wildest years in market h
market returns for 2020.

Stocks ended a tumultuous year with global market indices reaching new highs.
Investors stared down turmoil throughout what was one of the wildest years in
market history. Below you will find a chart of market returns for 2020.
As you look at the return chart you will notice that last year was a very
lopsided year for market indices, as shown by the divergence of the Dow
Jones Industrial Average and the NASDAQ. The difference is even more stark
for value indices such as the Russell 1000 Value Index (not shown), which
ended the year basically flat vs. the double digit returns for more growthoriented indices. We wrote extensively on this in our last quarterly newsletter
where we used the iceberg analogy to illustrate that all is not equal in equity
market valuations.
We have provided weekly updates throughout 2020, so rather than
commenting on what you already know and have experienced, we prefer to
focus on where we are today with valuations, monetary policy, and investor
sentiment, and how things look to be shaping up for 2021.
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despair in March when the market hit rock bottom, the expected return on equities should
have been much higher, provided that the stimulus response on both the monetary and fiscal
fronts was sufficient.

Market Sentiment: Panic and Euphoria - Where are we now? Starting Points Matter Most
Our April newsletter found some silver lining in market levels in that we felt comfortable
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Investor Sentiment
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With the passing this week of the second round of stimulus, we would argue that the bridge has been
built to support the new bull market which began back in March off the market bottom. It would follow
that the recession ended in July with the cratering of GDP and from there we entered a new economic
cycle and a new bull market in stocks was born, with all the ugly and painful corrections that come with www.FMA-Advisory.com
bull markets. We are already seeing a correction of sorts in the bubble stocks like Zoom, Airbnb,
Snowflake, and Palantir, which have pulled back on the order of 30% from their highs. This is a healthy
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Valuation and The Earnings Gap
Euphoria and manias always drive stock prices beyond what should be
benefactors of this shift in consumer behavior - another surprise that can
reflected from interest rates and earnings growth. We have often in the past
move the earnings line closer to price to fill the valuation gap.
and perhaps euphoria of future earnings per share increasing in 2021 to close that gap. We also
pointed to gaps in forward earnings versus price levels. And while 2021hope
looks
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and perhaps euphoria of future earnings per share increasing in 2021 to close
that gap. We also note that historically every time the price line has
dropped below the forward earnings line, stocks then moved strongly
higher, and when the gap in price got too far ahead of earnings, we
usually saw a correction in price levels. The bottom line is that the
tailwinds will have to translate into earnings levels that close this gap
and if they do not, we will be in for a price correction that will narrow
the divide until earnings catch up to price.
This does not mean that we may not see positive surprises in several
sectors that post earnings well above the expectations represented
in the chart line. For example, banks have taken very large reserve
hits to their earnings to bolster capital if the worst-case scenario is
realized, with many modeling in 11-12% unemployment at year-end
2020. With unemployment now at about 6.7% and declining, banks
are now looking at pulling back into income some of those reserves
they will no longer need for the worst-case scenario. This surprise is
not represented in expected forward earnings and may very well be
realized later in 2021.
With the rollout of vaccines there is great potential for unleashing
the huge stockpile of liquidity as represented in the prior chart
- Flooding the System, with the leisure and hospitality industry the likely This does not mean that we may not see positive surprises in several sectors that post earnings well
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(Continued from page 5)
the year as personal income increased in the middle of an economic disaster, with stimulus checks, increased unemployment benefits and PPP loans resulting in
total disposable income of $1.03 trillion. Higher-paying professional jobs were largely unaffected by the pandemic, with the lower paying service jobs feeling the
brunt of the losses. Equity markets simply do not care about this disproportion and are a discounting mechanism that are driven by multiple factors, with earnings
and interest rates being the main drivers of price over the long term. From an asset class perspective, we believe bonds now offer little value and in fact may be
positioned for a bear market as we enter 2021. The enormous money supply growth coupled with pent up consumer demand may very well result in increasing
inflation this year. Treasury inflation protected securities should do well over the long term in such an environment. A weaker dollar and global recovery, not to
mention the deal struck over the holiday between China and Europe argue for more exposure to international equities including emerging markets in 2021. We will
continue to monitor our portfolios and make changes with these emerging dynamics in mind.
We would like to extend our best wishes to all our clients for a healthy and prosperous new year. We are always here to meet with you whether in person, or through
a virtual meeting.

Our Client Portal Offers Secure Account Access to Your Billing Statement
We remain committed to providing an exceptional level of service to our clients. Our secure online portal enables clients to quickly access
their account information. Eliminating mailed account statements allows you to get your account information more quickly, reduces the
need for filing paper copies and also helps the environment by eliminating waste.
As always, please feel free to contact us to set up an appointment to review your investment and financial plans.
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